Reddit 370z

Here you will find everything Z related! Post pictures, share modifications, ask questions and
discuss your love for the most important letter in the alphabet. Don't be afraid to resubmit
discussion threads with certain topics. As our community grows people join who may have
missed out the first time around such as "Looking to buy a Z" or "Maintenance requirement"
threads. Owners are here to give their advice on maintenance, modifications and buying tips.
Discussions are what we are here for so encourage it! A quick rundown of the z differences.
Perspective buyer's guide. If you are looking at a particular posting for a car feel free to submit
it to open up discussion on that particular model. You can access this by clicking the wiki tab at
the top of the subreddit. If you submit a link and it doesn't show up at all please contact the
mod's ASAP, your link has been sucked into Reddit's spam filter and will need to be approved.
Wheels Information. Everything you need to know about wheel fitment. I made a list of every
Nissan Z for sale in America. Shout out to my DE boys!! First post in here. This is my z. My God!
New to the page self. My z - Miles i. Just keep kicking that clutch i. Anybody know the best way
to install underglows? In terms of how to run the cable into the interior? Where is the best place
to run it through into the interior as it needs to plug into the 12v cigarette lighter. I want to
welcome everyone to join us for this Open house dyno day!!! Brought to you by lbjtuning dyno
shop and serrot performance garage s hwy Casselberry FL March 7 from 10am til 5pm Dyno
pulls specials available!! Little snow never hurt anyone i. Aodhan ds02 self. Car isnt turning
over after changing spark plugs. Did I install them incorrectly? I feel like I might have screwed
them in too tight. Rusted exhaust bolt v. Mocked up the new lip, not quite what I was expecting
but I think I can still make it work. Sparky self. I've created a forum for the Nissan Z. Difference
between the DE and the HR bottom end wise self. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our
User Agreement and Privacy Policy. All rights reserved. Want to join? Log in or sign up in
seconds. Submit a new link. Submit a new text post. Get an ad-free experience with special
benefits, and directly support Reddit. Looking into buying a z? A quick rundown of the z
differences Perspective buyer's guide If you are looking at a particular posting for a car feel free
to submit it to open up discussion on that particular model. Welcome to Reddit, the front page
of the internet. Become a Redditor and join one of thousands of communities. Keen readers will
likely know that photographer and automotive enthusiast Larry Chen has a soft spot for the
Fairlady Z. To the uninitiated, the event was a fearsome test of driver skill and reliability. Along
with putting East-Africa on the global motorsport map, it earned its title as one of the toughest
rally events in the world. Winning it was such a feat that it was seen as the equivalent of three
regular-season victories. With the reputation of the event and the fact that the Z had won it
outright in and , it goes without saying that Forsberg and company had big shoes to fill.
Therefore the Z stepped in as tribute. Styling cues like the black hood, rally-lights, and racing
wheels will likely stick out upon first glance, but the classic inspiration cuts much deeper. One
very simple yet effective addition that struck a chord with us was the grab handle on the
rear-hatch; rather than being an extra contact point to get to the spare tire, it was actually used
to give the co-driver leverage when getting the car unstuck. Contrary to the ethos of most
project cars, this retro-modern creation is built to full ARA American Rally Association spec.
The event was set to make a return to the WRC calendar in but was put on hold indefinitely due
to Covid. Jan 06, at pm ET. By : Matthew Crisara. Back to the future: rally edition. Gallery:
Datsun Z eBay. Car Buying Service Get upfront price offers on local inventory. Search for: New
Cars. Used Cars. Nissan Z. Sign In or Sign Up. The infamous z vs z debate is a hot topic in the
JDM community and for good reason. Nissan single-handedly changed the face of racing and
affordable performance with the Z range. They proved that it is possible for automakers to build
high-performance sports cars at a price that many people can afford while introducing an entire
generation to the pure joy of driving one. People wanted more. They started pushing for an
affordable, international sports car. The idea was for it to be fast, reliable and relatively
inexpensive to manufacture. This eventually became the signature of all Z cars to roll out of
their stable after that point. Critics and customers loved it. The z had company. Lots of it, but
more on that later. They were convinced that their primary customers prioritized performance
over almost everything else. In , along with the last Datsun Z i. From this point on, it was Nissan
all the way. Which then brings us to the zx. It retained the luxurious feel of its immediate
predecessor but with more power. It was one of the first cars Nissan redesigned from the
ground up and thus managed to stuff a bigger, twin-turbo, horsepower engine under the hood.
The styling was so ahead of its time that even Lamborghini borrowed design cues from it for the
Diablo. Overall, it did amazingly in the market until an unfortunate, unforeseen economic
blowout made the zx a lot more expensive. In hopes that it would revive their reputation in the
two-seater sports car market and bring back the glory days of the Z, Nissan wanted to create a
car that looked the way it drove, and drove the way it looked. Enter the z. Equipped with the 3. It
was no pin sharp racer with knife edge handling but people could get their hands on

Porsche-like performance at almost half the price! Needless to say, it was an instant hit. In the z
was revised with a better engine, which unlocked its true potential, and then it was completely
redesigned in as the z. When the z was launched, it was all the rage. Having dominated the tuner
scene thanks to its near mod-friendly chassis and iconic high revving VQ35DE V6 Engine, it
became the car of choice for many performance enthusiasts and quickly rose to popularity.
With its curved roof-line, neatly flared arches, and a long hood, it was a design unlike any at the
time. Nissan made a lot of improvements to the z over the years that resulted in an incremental
increase in power and reliability. However, between and , the automotive market evolved at a
staggering rate. Many enthusiasts believe that the z is everything the z should have been, right
out of the gates. The key differences included:. The z z comparison debate will always go on. In
order to experience the z vs z difference first hand, you must drive them both. On paper though,
the z is better in every way, while the z provides a more raw driving feel. From to , the z came
equipped with the VQ35DE V6 engine, which later got revised in the iterations. After , the z came
with the VQ35HR engine. Significantly different from its predecessor, the HR was far more
reliable but had less aftermarket support compared to the DE, at the time. The VQ35DE is
among the most mod-friendly, yet, reliable engines ever made. Though they revved higher, the
torque was compromised slightly. Many owners of this engine complain about it consuming a
lot more oil. It was basically a factory tuned DE. You can even turn a non-RevUp into one, by
yourself. We like to call this one, the grown-up Z engine. Having arrived in as the successor to
the VQ35, the VQ37 has larger displacement, more power and more torque. It is far more
complicated with a lot of moving parts that operate under high stresses, producing a lot of
horsepower, while still being reliable. Nissan was observant over the years and listened to its
customers carefully. This engine was the ideal choice for the z making the whole package a
really solid upgrade from the z, in comparison. The z stock setup has a shorter radius rod which
is more parallel to the ground. Even its axis and upper control arms are more parallel to the
ground as opposed to the z. This way, your rear tires will have more grip on corner exits and a
more linear ratio between weight transfer and throttle opening. This is useful for throttle
steering and reduces chances of wheel hop under hard acceleration or braking. Long story
short, stock for stock, the z will be glued to the line and will blast out of corners with great
precision. Of course, suspension is often the first thing that sees an upgrade on the z. There are
tonnes of aftermarket suspension components available for both cars; everything from camber
arms, swaybars, lowering springs , coilovers , etc. Money saved on a z and put into aftermarket
parts might set you up with a better handling car in the long run. Nissan revised the
transmission unit for both cars a bunch of times with the most significant upgrades taking place
after Before this, the transmission units were prone to hard shifting, slotting and grinding
issues. Most notably, all units labelled CD to CD had these issues. Launched after , the CD is
the most trusted and reliable manual transmission assembly and we encourage you to
specifically look for this one if you want to replace your current unit. It came with stronger
internals and updated synchros. Every transmission unit that the Z came with after this, was
built on this reliable platform. It is very difficult to distinguish between the CD and its previous
versions but there are ways. Identifying a Nissan CD is vital if you want a transmission unit that
can take the load when driving fast, without breaking parts. For those who prefer a less
involving driving experience, the automatic transmission available on all Zs is pretty solid. The
5-Speed automatic allowed full manual control and was one of the lightest, smallest, most
advanced full-range autoboxes at the time. They later got replaced with the smoother, more
reliable Jatco 7-Speed Auto. The seats are very well bolstered and keep you well planted. The
shift knob, steering wheel and pedals are exactly where they should be, making the driving
position very ergonomic. When designing the z, Nissan kept the interior design simple, to keep
costs low. The paint too, chips off over time. Compared with the z, the z is most certainly a step
up with softer, finer materials throughout the car, one of much higher quality. It has a revised
infotainment system that continues to be used in production models in Back when the z was
launched, people absolutely loved the way it looked. The stunning design was way ahead of its
time and has aged very well. Even today, it looks just as good, or perhaps, better. The camera
loves its unmistakable coupe silhouette. No wonder why it was featured in movies and video
games. Those tail lights were the best thing to stare at when playing Need For Speed
Underground 2, back in the day! With revised lines, and interestingly shaped front and rear
lights, the car now has a more aggressive look. Some people swear by specific iterations of the
VQ engine while others feel any model is worth considering. Good long term reliability is almost
always a by-product of great maintenance and well-calculated decisions. If you select the right
car and treat it well, it will be reliable. Fortunately with the z, the only parts that may do this are
the less important ones like switches, door handles, windows etc. Of course, if you plan to own
the car for a long time, nothing quite beats buying new for making sure your car has been

maintained well. Even though the interior on both cars is quite outdated considering similar
priced competing cars, they do come with some quirks and features. Press and hold the unlock
button on your key fob to roll down both windows simultaneously, without getting into the car.
This is useful on hot days when you want to air the car out or if you want to quickly throw a bag
in there without having to open the doors. You can turn this feature off by pressing down on
both, lock and unlock buttons on your key fob. A great feature if you want to sneak out without
people knowing. The glove box right behind the passenger seat has a false base. Lift it to
disclose a small storage area where you can safely store your questionable items, undetected.
You can change the color of the map shown in the infotainment screen. If you tend to drive
slower or faster than average, you can input your desired average speed so that the map edits
the estimated time of arrival accordingly. A few years ago, the z would flat out beat the z in
terms of aftermarket support, but now the latter is catching up. The z has depreciated well and
its price, when used, gets even closer to that of z. This makes them both equally viable options
for performance mods and manufacturers are beginning to support it well. Modifying a brand
new z vs a used z is a completely different ball game as it ends up costing almost twice as
much. In terms of power only, what you do get, is a larger version of what was already a
supremely capable engine. The DE can achieve similar results but at the cost of reliability. Do
remember that anything over horsepower will require a rebuild and new internals.
Superchargers are usually cheaper, simpler and easier to install with lower labour costs when
compared to a turbo. The torque curve is fairly straight and linear; not as overwhelming as that
of a turbo. Turbos, on the other hand, are more complicated with more parts. With an upward
sloping torque curve, turbo kits allow you to utilise the full maximum boost at as low as RPM
enabling higher average horsepower, throughout the rev range. Given that the z and z are
sports cars, it is understandable that neither of them is a perfect daily. If this is something that
puts you off, the z is a better choice as its comparatively quieter. The z has a little more storage
though. In spite of it being obvious that the z is the clear winner, we find ourselves digging for
more reasons to like the z better. This definitely has something to do its much loved early s JDM
charm. As the automotive market evolves, manufacturers are pushed to make things more
modern. Both cars will fly with similar mods and run pretty similar times. A used z probably
makes more sense though. Modifying the z is more complicated and expensive. It is too old and
too underpowered compared to its rivals and severely lacks a competitive edge given that every
rival car has been redesigned once or twice since the z came out. In addition to this, insurance
for a special release Nissan z is too costly. Luckily for us, Nissan always listens. We shall soon
see a z. Your email address will not be published. No comments 15 minute read. Up next. Share
article The post has been shared by 1 people. Facebook 1. Twitter 0. Pinterest 0. Mail 0. A
Datsun z next to a Nissan z. Nissan z and z next to their ancestor, the Nissan zx. The key
differences included: A revised infotainment system A premium interior finish Lower
suspension A shorter and wider body A more reliable and powerful VQ37HR engine The z z
comparison debate will always go on. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. A place for all Z enthusiasts to come together and discuss their love for the most
important letter in the alphabet. As this community grows, we encourage members to post
often, and add content that is also useful to other members. Just wide bodied the z just need to
paint match now i. Birthday Detail-had to celebrate my bday with a detailing. Love having her as
my weekend car. Zelda stretching her legs after being snowed in all week Car Porn i. Driving
down the freeway it started smoking an I pulled over to a puddle of oil. Shame on you Ken
2002 mazda mx 5 miata
kenwood ddx770 wiring diagram
1991 subaru
Garff Nissan. We have problems if my baby is damaged. Tips for painting headlight chrome
housing? Question self. Came by this on Facebook. Im confused and slightly triggered My first
time restoring headlights on a car imgur. Just a base model "Z" with wing relaxing in Temecula
Wine Country i. Locked up motor? Broken transmission? Wiring issue? HELP Question self.
Anyone else itching to go on another road trip? Question reddit. New Nissan Z Forum Random
self. G37 skyline self. Do I need a Y-pipe for a tomei? Shipping out orders in March! Use of this
site constitutes acceptance of our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. All rights reserved. Want
to join? Log in or sign up in seconds. Submit a new link. Submit a new text post. Get an ad-free
experience with special benefits, and directly support Reddit. Adhere to the same standards of
behavior online that you follow in real life. Welcome to Reddit, the front page of the internet.
Become a Redditor and join one of thousands of communities.

